With the XVR Simulation platform you can teach, train, exercise,
assess and evaluate. For Single and Multi-agency purposes, on the
bronze, silver and gold level. With all modules the instructor is
always in control. Instructors have years of experience in training
incident responders. XVR On Scene is designed as a supporting tool,
giving instructors maximum flexibility to create scenarios according
to a specific training objective. XVR On Scene can be used with a
great variety of training set ups. From team training and exercising,
to classical classroom teaching as well as individual training and
assessment.

Why XVR On Scene?
We believe incident commanders benefit from experiencing
incidents in a safe, controllable, repeatable and measurable
environment. XVR On Scene is a powerful tool to help trainees
understand concepts by experience, let’s them acquire practical
knowledge in a relatively short timeframe,
practice decision making skills and
experience situations that rarely
occur in real life. Scenario
training in XVR On Scene
provides trainees with the
opportunity to practice
complex incidents, apply
protocols and interact in
scalable scenarios.
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Advantages
Participants walk, drive, fly, sail around
in a simulated reality of an incident.
Based on their observations they assess
the risks and take appropriate measures.
The instructor is always in control of the
scenario and the learning experience.
During the exercise, the instructor can
respond to the student’s decisions by
activating events in the incident or jump
to a next phase in the scenario.
The scenario is completely adaptable
to your local situation. A wide variety of
environments can be filled with country
specific 3D objects to make sure there’s
maximum realism.
With XVR On Scene you can train
repeatedly without having to set
up expensive real life field training
exercises. Training your staff with XVR
On Scene means they can train their
teamwork, encounter situations more
often and learn from them and anticipate
escalations

Training with XVR On Scene
XVR On Scene works in several set-ups. It can be used as:
A classroom education tool, where the instructor teaches
several trainees at once with examples set in On Scene.
A single student training & assessment tool, where the
student has to analyse and manage an incident.
A team training tool, where several students from one or
several agencies get to walk and drive around in the same
virtual scenario and have to cooperate as they would in
real life.
In XVR On Scene, the instructor is always in control. The instructor
has set the learning objectives, has created the scenario and
needs to make sure the trainee gets to all learning points. With
XVR On Scene 2017 it’s even possible to provide students with
e-learning thanks to an added multiple choice feature.

The community
The XVR community provides users with information on all XVR
modules. Within the community you will find a scenario database
filled with both XVR created scenarios as well as user created
scenarios. There is also contact information of other XVR users,
manuals and tutorials.

“The program gives flexibility to create realistic
scenario based training for all emergency response
agencies which in my city gives the opportunity to
more easily integrate training for all.”

Currently used by
www.discoverxvr.com
For more information please contact:
XVR Simulation bv 		
Westlandseweg 40-C
2624 AD Delft 		
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+31 (0)15 2125276
info@xvrsim.com
www.xvrsim.com		

